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Abstract—Smart transformer is a power electronics-based 

transformer, offering voltage regulation and DC connectivity. As 

a transformer, its basic function is still power delivery. Smart 

transformer with advanced controls can support MV gird voltage 

by absorbing/injecting reactive power while actively regulate the 

LV grid voltage. Due to the controllable voltage in both MV and 

LV side, the power delivery of smart transformer is flexible. This 

paper focuses on the power delivery characteristic of smart 

transformer and compares with the conventional low frequency 

transformer with the help of STACTOM at its primary side or on 

load tap changer at its secondary side, in the power system by 

means of maximum deliverable power and power-voltage curve 

analysis. The Simulink results validate that the smart transformer 

improves system voltage stability compared to the traditional low 

frequency transformer with load tap changer. 

Keywords—smart transformer, low frequency transformer, 

power delivery, voltage stability 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The increasing penetration of distribution generator (DG) 
and electric vehicle (EV) requires the improvement of flexibility 
in the power system. Smart transformer (ST), a power 
electronics-based transformer, can provide connectity to DC 
network [1] and reduce the infrastucture cost casued by the 
needed reinforcements of the lines due to DG and EV charging 
station. Moreover, the ST can provide such flexibility on hybrid 
AC/DC grids operation and voltage support [1]. 

Voltage instability results from the attempt of loads to draw 
more power than can be delivered by the transmission and 
generation system. Low frequency transformer (LFT) has been 
widely used for the power delivery in current network. However, 
LFT consists of coils and magnetic core, absorbing reactive 
power for magnetizing, degrading the maximum deliverable 
power and may give rise to voltage stability problems. 

To address voltage issues, STATCOM can be co-located 
with the LFT to support the voltage in the primary side by 
compensating reactive power, and on the other hand a on-load 
tap changer (OLTC) is implemented into LFT to vary the 
voltage on the secondary side according to the load in order to 
operate the system with large electrical distances between 
generators and loads. These actions obviously requires more 
space for LFT and increase the costs. In contrast, ST is a more 
economical way to achieve the voltage compensation in primary 
side and voltage regulation in secondary side without the need 
of the STATCOM and OLTC [3]. 

ST is a power electronics-based transformer with merits of 
not only small size and weight, but also the isolation of reactive 

power for each terminal, which avoids the LVAC side absorbing 
reactive power from MVAC grid and consequently avoids 
correspoding effects from LVAC grid on MVAC grid for direct 
voltage reduction as the conventional LFT. Moreover, due to the 
advanced control functionalities, ST can compensate the 
reactive power in order to support the MVAC grid voltage, 
behaved as the conventional STATCOM [4], and on the other 
side, the voltage and frequency in the LVAC side can be fully 
controlled by the ST, which gives the possibility to control the 
demand as OLTC does [5] but with fast dynamic. Therefore, the 
power delivery of ST is more flexible and robust.  

The contribution of this paper is to mathematically analyse 
the power delivery characteristics of ST and compare with 
traditional LFT combined with the STATCOM on its primary 
side or OLTC on its secondary side. The power delivery 
characteristic discussed in the paper includes maximum 
deliverable power and power-voltage curve, both of which are 
related to the voltage stability. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the 
computation of power delivery between two-buse infinite 
system. Section III reviews the power delivery of LFT with and 
without STATCOM or OLTC. Section IV analyses the power 
delivery of ST. Section V studies the cases to compare ST to 
LFT with OLTC in terms of power delivery and voltage 
stability. Finally, Section VI draws the conclusions. 

II. POWER DELIVERY 

Power delivery characteristic can be studied by an infinite-
bus system as shown in Fig. 1. The source side voltage is 
constant and determined by generator voltage, so that the power 
flow interacts to the receiving-end voltage. This section explains 
this interaction by the mathematical analysis. 

 
Fig.1 Single-load infinite-bus system 

A. Maximum Deliverable Power 

In Fig. 1, the system consists of a load 𝑍𝐿 consuming active 
power P and reactive power Q under voltage V fed by an infinite 
bus, E, through a lossless transmission line with inductance X 
[6,7]. Specifying that the load power factor is 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 and the load 
impedance is 𝑍𝐿 = 𝑅𝐿 + 𝑗𝑅𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑 , where 𝑅𝐿  is the load 

resistance. From Fig. 1, the current 𝐼 can be computed as: 



𝐼 =
𝐸

𝑅𝐿 + 𝑗(𝑋 + 𝑅𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑)
                            (1) 

The load active power is: 

𝑃 = 𝑅𝐿𝐼
2 =

𝑅𝐿𝐸
2

𝑅𝐿
2 + (𝑋 + 𝑅𝐿𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑)

2
           (2) 

When the derivative of load active power to the load 
impedance is zero (∂𝑃/ ∂𝑅𝐿 = 0), the extremum condition for 
maximum power can be obtained as, 

𝑋2 = 𝑅𝐿
2(1 + 𝑡𝑎𝑛2𝜑)                       (3) 

Then the load impedance under such situation is 𝑅𝐿,𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑. By substituting 𝑅𝐿,𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 into (2), it yields the maximum 

active power (4) and corresponding voltage (5). 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑

1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
∙
𝐸2

2𝑋
                               (4) 

𝑉𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝐸

√2√1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
                               (5) 

Therefore, in a certain line, the maximum possible loading is 
determined by (4) with the voltage (5). From (4) and (5), the 
leading power factor increases the maximum loading and its 
corresponding load voltage, while the lagging power factor 
reduces the maximum loading and its voltage. Thus, the reactive 
power compensation can improve the voltage stability and 
extend the maximum loading. 

B. Power-voltage Curve 

The maximum deliverable power is the extremum case for 
the power delivery. Normally, the load active power is far below 
its maximum value, and its voltage is constrained on the (1±0.1) 
pu or (1±0.05) pu by different grid codes. 

Still based on Fig. 1, the load voltage is �⃑⃑� = 𝐸 − 𝑗𝑋𝐼, and 
the load complex power is expressed as, 

𝑃 + j𝑄 = �⃑⃑� ∙ 𝐼∗ 

{
𝑃 = −

𝐸𝑉

𝑋
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃

𝑄 = −
𝑉2

𝑋
+
𝐸𝑉

𝑋
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

                            (6) 

By eliminating 𝜃 in (6), the relationship among the power 
and voltage can been obtain as, 

𝑉 = √
𝐸2

2
− 𝑄𝑋 ± √

𝐸4

4
− 𝑃2𝑋2 − 𝑄𝑋𝐸2         (7) 

Based on (7), the power-voltage curve is shown in Fig. 2. 

When the sign of √𝐸4/4 − 𝑃2𝑋2 − 𝑄𝑋𝐸2 is plus, the voltage 

locates the stable operating area (solid blue line) while minus 
sign leading to the unstable operating area (dotted blue line). For 
a load, PL, there are two crossing points with voltage-power 
curve, A and B, but only point A is stable. The maximum point 
(𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑉𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥) is the Saddle-node bifurcation (SNB) point. 

 
Fig.2 Power-voltage curve 

C. Load Curve 

In reality, the load is not independent of the operating 
voltage, and a static exponential model [8] is widely used, 

P = 𝑃0(
𝑉

𝑉0
)𝛼                                  (8) 

where 𝑃0 is the nominal power at the nominal voltage 𝑉0 and 𝛼 
is the load voltage sensitivity. When 𝛼 = 0 , the load is a 
constatnt power load and its cuver is line AB, and when 𝛼 = 1, 
the load curve is line OA as shown in Fig. 2. 

III. LOW FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER 

In previous, only a simplified system without LFT is 
considered, while LFTs are widely used in power networks. 
Therefore, the impact of LFT on power delivery is studied. 
Moreover, the power delivery characteristic of LFT with the 
support of STATCOM and OLTC is analysed as well. 

A. Effects of LFT 

The inclusion of LFT breaks the line impedance X in Fig. 1 
into two part X1 and X2, which are the primary and secondary 
side transmission line impedance, respectively. In the study the 
LFT is modeled considering its short-circuit reactance Xt [6,7], 
by adding its leakage reactance Xt to the secondary side or load 
side, as shown in Fig. 3. Note, in per unit frame, X1+X2=X. 

 
Fig. 3. Single-load infinite-bus system with LFT 

Since transform ratio r is 1 in per unit, 𝑉1 = 𝑉2 in Fig. 3. In 
comparison with Fig. 1, the only difference is the line impedance 
increased by transformer leakage reactance Xt. Consequently, if 
replacing X with X+Xt in (4) and (5), the maximum deliverable 
power and its load voltage can be expressed as (9) and (10). 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑

1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
∙

𝐸2

2(𝑋 + 𝑋𝑡)
                 (9) 

𝑉𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
1

1 − (𝑋 + 𝑋𝑡)
∙

𝐸

√2√1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
          (10) 



Compared to no LFT case, the maximum deliverable power 
is reduced and the power-voltage curve can be plotted as red line 
in Fig. 3. Under the same loading condition, PL1, the stable 
operating point moves from A to B, leading to operating voltage 
reduced and then the system stability degraded. 

 
Fig. 4 Power-voltage curve comparison of no LFT, with LFT 

and with LFT+STATCOM  

B. LFT combed with STATCOM 

STATCOM is a typical way to solve the power capacity 
reduction and voltage stability degradation, which is based on a 
power converter and can act as either a source or sink of reactive 
power in network. It is used to compensate the reactive power 
and further enhance the system voltage stability. STATCOM 
can be either co-located to the LFT [9] or not. If co-located to 
the LFT, the interaction between LFT and STATCOM increases 
the system harmonics [10] and makes the transient current in 
STATCOM surge after faults [11]. An optimal location for 
STATCOM in network was proposed in [12]. The model of 
STATCOM can be equivalent as a controllable capacitor Bc 
paralleling on bus V1 in Fig. 3, where Bc is constrained by 
STATCOM equivalent capacitor 𝐵𝐶,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝐵𝐶 ≤ 𝐵𝐶,𝑚𝑎𝑥 , which 

is regulated as a voltage droop with gain K, 

𝐵𝐶 = 𝐾(𝑉0 − 𝑉)                          (11) 

Then the corresponding compensation reactive power is: 

𝑄𝑐 = 𝐵𝐶 ∙ 𝑉1
2                           (12) 

The Thevenin equivalent as seen by the load (the left part of 
the dashed line in Fig. 3) has following emf and reactance: 

{
 

 𝐸𝑡ℎ =
𝐸

1 − 𝐵𝐶𝑋1

𝑋𝑡ℎ =
𝑋1

1 − 𝐵𝐶𝑋1
+ 𝑋2 + 𝑋𝑡

                      (13) 

Substituting (13) into (4) and (5) could obtain the maximum 
deliverable power and its corresponding voltage. 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑

1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
∙

𝐸2

2(𝑋 + 𝑋𝑡) − 2𝐵𝑐𝑋1(𝑋2 + 𝑋𝑡)
     (14) 

𝑉𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
1

1 − 𝐵𝐶(𝑋 + 𝑋𝑡)
∙

𝐸

√2√1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
          (15) 

Compared with no STATCOM case (9) and (10), 
STATCOM can increase the maximum power delivery and its 
operating voltage.  

Substituted (13) into (7), the power-voltage curve, effected 
by Bc, is varied within two boundary lines (dotted black lines) 
where Bc is equalling to 𝐵𝐶,𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝐵𝐶,𝑚𝑎𝑥 , respectively, as 

shown in Fig. 4. Due to the flexible operation ranges of power-
voltage curve, STATCOM can keep the operating voltage 
constant and thus operating trajectory is changed from the line 
OA to be constant value of V0, as shown by the green line. It also 
depicts that with the help of STACTOM, the operating point can 
recover from B to A. 

C. LFT combed with OLTC 

Another method to support load voltage is OLTC, by varing 
the turn ratio r in a discrete step. When the load voltage below 
the nominal value, r will be reduced to increase the secondary 
voltage, while the primary voltage remains. In this case, the line 
from generator to load is broken to generator to the primary side 
of LFT and secondary side of LFT to load. For the load, the LFT 
now can be regarded as an isolated supply or sending terminal, 
and thus it can help shorten the electric distance. Compared to 
the STATCOM, which is a receiving-end voltage supporter, 
OLTC is a sending-end voltage supporter. Because OLTC is a 
mechanism, it needs a certain time for one step shift, normally 
5s and each step shift is discrete. Hence, it is a slow regulation. 
The dynamic loads may cause the OLTC oscillation so that the 
threshold is required. Moreover, in multiple OLTC levels, the 
coordination between upper OLTC and lower OLTC needs to be 
strictly scheduled, otherwise, their interaction will trap both taps 
oscillating [5]. The model of LFT combined with OLTC can be 
equivalent as LFT with a variable r. Similar to (13), the 
Thevenin equivalent is obtained, 

{
𝐸𝑡ℎ =

𝐸

𝑟

𝑋𝑡ℎ =
𝑋1
𝑟2
+ 𝑋2 + 𝑋𝑡

                      (16) 

Substituting (16) into (4) and (5) could obtain the maximum 
deliverable power and its corresponding voltage. 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑

1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
∙

𝐸2

2(𝑋1 + 𝑟
2𝑋2 + 𝑟

2𝑋𝑡)
          (17) 

𝑉𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝐸

𝑟√2√1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
                          (18) 

Compared to (9), no OLTC case (r=1), the reduction of ratio 
can increase the maximum deliverable power and its 
corresponding voltage. 

Due to the LFT, the operating point changes from A to B, 
but the OLTC can bring the secondary side voltage from B to A, 
in steady state, as shown in Fig. 4, and thus the load power at the 
primary and secondary side is both PL1. However, in contrast, 
operating point of the primary side is D, with voltage V1 and 
power PL1, potentially leading to voltage instable. 

IV. SMART TRANSFORMER 

The basic configuration of a 3-stage ST consisting of AC/DC 
rectifier, DC/DC converter with high/medium frequency 
transformer and DC/AC inverter, as shown in Fig.5. The MV 
AC/DC converter regulates the MVDC voltage; the DC/DC 
converter controls the LVDC voltage and the LV AC/DC 



converter controls LVAC grid voltage with rated frequency and 
amplitude. Moreover, LVAC load can be dynamically regulated 
by ST to optimize the losses [13], to achieve minimum demand 
[14] and to provide upper system frequency support [15]. 

On another hand, ST only delivers active power in each stage 
while the reactive power is decoupled. This gives the freedom 
to the MV AC/DC converter to compensate the reactive power 
in MVAC side in order to support the voltage, similar to the 
STATCOM co-located LFT, but without the STATCOM and 
LFT interaction problems. The voltage in MVAC side and 
LVAC side is fully decoupled, thus, ST also helps to break the 
electric distance as the LFT combined with OLTC. With this 
special structure and its active controls, the power delivery in ST 
is more flexible and voltage stability is ideally better. 

A. LVAC side 

With a proper design, ST LVAC voltage precisely tracks its 
reference, independently to the output impedance. Therefore, 
unlike LFT, which has output leakage impedance Xt as shown in 
Fig. 3 and couples to the voltage output V2, ST can be seen as a 
controlled voltage source V2 directly connected to load through 
the line impedance X2 as shown in Fig. 5. PDC represents the 
power generated by the DC connected renewable energy sources. 

 
Fig. 5 Single-load infinite-bus system with ST 

In LVAC side, the ST output voltage is V2 and the line 
impedance between ST and load is X2, which is smaller than the 
impedance in LFT with OLTC case, increasing power delivery 
capability. Replacing E with V2 and X with X2 could obtain the 
maximum deliverable power in ST-LVAC system. 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑

1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
∙
𝑉2
2

2𝑋2
                               (19) 

𝑉𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑉2

√2√1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
                               (20) 

The ST output voltage V2 is controllable in the range of 0.9-
1.1pu. Therefore, substituting E=V2 and X=X2 could obtain the 
power-voltage curve as shown in Fig. 6, where the solid blue 
line is the nominal case while the dotted blue lines are the 
operation upper and lower boundary with respect of voltage 
range 0.9-1.1pu.  

Compared (19) to (17), the maximum deliverable power is 
increased, which gives the flexibility to the total power system. 
On the other hand, due to the limit of power semiconductors, the 
ST has strictly overload constrain, which behaves like a constant 
current load (the red line), determining the normal operation 
range within the area of “ABCD”, as shown in Fig. 6.  

B. MVAC side 

In the MVAC side, the ST can be equivalent as a AC/DC 
converter connected to a constant load. Meanwhile, besides 
transferring the active power, it behaves as a STATCOM to 

support MVAC voltage by reactive power regulation. The 
difference is STATCOM has fixed limits on reactive power 

 
Fig. 6. ST LVAC side power-voltage curve 

compensation, i.e. 𝐵𝐶,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝐵𝐶 ≤ 𝐵𝐶,𝑚𝑎𝑥 , while because the 

main function of ST is transfer active power, the available 
reactive power is the remaining margin of converter capacity 
𝑆𝑀𝑉𝐴𝐶  after the active power flow (𝑃 − 𝑃𝐷𝐶). The maximum 
reactive power compensation 𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥  is given in (21) and the 
maximum capacitance 𝐵𝐶,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is (22).  

𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥 = √𝑆𝑀𝑉𝐴𝐶
2 − (𝑃 − 𝑃𝐷𝐶)

2             (21) 

𝐵𝐶,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ±𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝑉1
2                          (22) 

Replacing 𝐵𝐶  with 𝐵𝐶,𝑚𝑎𝑥  and 𝑋 + 𝑋𝑡  with 𝑋1  in (13) can 

obtain the Thevenin equivalent as seen by the ST. 

{
  
 

  
 𝐸𝑡ℎ =

𝐸

1 ± 𝑋1√𝑆𝑀𝑉𝐴𝐶
2 − (𝑃 − 𝑃𝐷𝐶)

2/𝑉1
2

𝑋𝑡ℎ =
𝑋

1 ± 𝑋1√𝑆𝑀𝑉𝐴𝐶
2 − (𝑃 − 𝑃𝐷𝐶)

2/𝑉1
2

        (23) 

Substituting (23) into (4) and (5) can obtain the maximum 
deliverable power in ST MVAC side. 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
1

1 ± 𝐵𝐶,𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑋1
∙
𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑

1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
∙
𝐸2

2𝑋1
            (24) 

𝑉𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
1

1 ± 𝐵𝐶,𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑋1
∙

𝐸

√2√1 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑
              (25) 

From (23), the voltage support is constrained by the 
converter capacity 𝑆𝑀𝑉𝐴𝐶  and loading (𝑃 − 𝑃𝐷𝐶) , where is 
strong in lower loading and weak in higher loading. The 
maximum deliverable power is increased on the lower loading 
condition. Moreover, the support capacity can be optimized by 
designing a proper 𝑆𝑀𝑉𝐴𝐶 . Moreover, the support capacity can 
be optimized by designing a proper 𝑆𝑀𝑉𝐴𝐶 .  

Substituting (23) into (7) can obtain the power voltage curve 
and its voltage support range (dotted red line in Fig. 7). Still the 
red line ob is the maximum converter loading. It can be seen that 
in the maximum converter loading point b, there is no space for 
the voltage variation, due to the disabled reactive power 

Load Power P
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o
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e 
V

A 
B 

D C · 

· 

O 

V2=0.9pu 

V2=1.1pu 

V2=1.0pu 

PL,max 



compensation. The dotted blue lines are the bound of the 
possible operation curve corresponding to the maximum 
reactive compensation. The normal operating area is “abc” as 
shown in Fig. 7. The load to MVAC converter is constant as 
shown in dotted black line. Without reactive power 
compensation, the operating point is located in A, while with ST 
voltage support, it can move along the line BC. 

 
Fig. 7 ST MVAC side Power-voltage curve 

C. Smart transformer operation 

From aforementioned analysis, the ST operation firstly 
determines the LVAC side voltage considering the load 
performance line OB in Fig. 6. This could obtain the loading PL 
and then subtracting the generated DC power PDC could obtain 
the load line BC in Fig. 7. Then the MVAC side voltage can be 
varied to increase the maximum deliverable power. Therefore, 
compared with the LFT, ST has more flexible on power delivery 
and further improves the system voltage stability. 

V. CASE STUDY 

Since the power delivery characteristic is different between 
the LFT combined with OLTC and ST, the case study compares 
their performance after contingency by means of a two-bus 
system (Fig. 3 and Fig. 5) simulated in Matlab/Simulink and 
then analyses their operation by means of power-voltage curves. 
The demo of “power_OLTCregtransformer” in Matlab Sample 
Library is used directly by scaling to 25kV in primary and 10kV 
in secondary side, respectively. To speed up the simulation, the 
time constant of tap selection is reduced from 5s to 1.5s and the 
ST is simplified as a back-to-back converter. The OLTC 
transformer is replaced by a ST for the ST case study with the 
parameters summarized in Table I. The contingency happened 
at 5s where the grid voltage E is stepped down from 1 to 0.9pu. 
The results of LVAC and MVAC voltage, and active and 
reactive power in MVAC bus are shown in Fig. 8. 

TABLE I 
SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameters Value Parameters Value 

MV-LVAC voltage(kV) 25-10 Frequency (Hz) 60 

MV line resistance (Ω) 0.063 LV line resistance (Ω) 1.153 

MV line inductance (Ω) j0.625 LV line inductance (Ω) j1.979 

ST DC voltage (kV) 20 ST capacity (MVA) 50 

ST filter inductance in 
LV side (mH) 

0.85 
ST filter inductance in 

MV side (mH) 
5.3 

ST filter capacitance in 

LV side (mF) 
1.6 Resistive load (MW) 36 

Initially, both MV and LV side voltage is regulated to the 
nominal value, 1.0pu, in 4~5s, for both cases of LFT+OLTC and 

ST, as shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b). The initial active power 
consumption is also identical (Fig. 8(c)), while the LFT+OLTC 
initially needs extra reactive power to compensate the 
transformer leakage and line inductance, and exciting current as 
well, but ST is regulated to output zero reactive power at same 
time. 

After the contingency happened, for LFT+OLTC both 
primary and secondary voltage step reduce to around 0.9pu 
while for ST only primary voltage tends to reduce to 0.9pu in 
transient, but quickly stabilizes in 0.95pu as the reactive power 
compensated. The OLTC increases the secondary voltage 
discretely but only achieves 0.95pu in the end, this is because 
the limited steps for the tap. On the contrary, the voltage in 
secondary is fixed. Consequently, the loading is fixed in ST 
delivered network while is reduced in LFT delivered network. 
Due to lack of STATCOM, the reactive power in LFT primary 
is reduced after contingency following the voltage reduction.  

Fig. 9 is the LFT+OLTC power-voltage curve in this case 
study. The secondary line impedance is neglected in the 
operation analysis, so that the power-voltage curve for primary 
side and secondary side of LFT is identical. Initially, the 
operating point is A for both primary and secondary. After 
contingency, the operating point immediately moves to B in 
both sides and voltage drops to 0. 9pu as shown in Fig. 8(a) and 
(b). Since the LFT+OLTC slowly increases the secondary 
voltage to 0.95pu, the secondary operating point moves from B 
to C, while, to balance the active power, the primary operating 
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point moves from B to D. Therefore, the active power recovers 
following to the secondary voltage increase, but the primary 
voltage has slightly reduction (Fig. 8(b)). 

 
Fig. 9. LFT+OLTC Power-voltage curve in case study 

Fig. 10 is the ST power-voltage curve in this case study. 
Similarly, the operating point is A for both primary and 
secondary at initial state. After contingency, due to the isolated 
voltages in primary and secondary, the secondary operating 
point keeps on A while the primary operating point tends to 
move to B transiently. However, because of the quick reactive 
power compensation, the primary voltage increases to 0.95pu 
(Fig. 8(b)) and its operating point stabilizes on C.  

 
Fig. 10. ST Power-voltage curve in case study 

In total, after contingency, ST keeps the secondary voltage 

as operating point A in Fig. 10 while LFT+OLTC behaves 

voltage reduction as operating point moving to C in Fig. 9; in 

secondary, ST helps support the voltage by reactive power 

compensation, as consequent, the voltage slightly reduces as 

operating point moving to C in Fig. 10. However, the voltage 

further drops when the OLTC increasing secondary voltage as 

operating point moving to D in Fig. 9. In this process, 

obviously, the system is more robust, and the voltage stability 

is enhanced in the ST delivered system. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper mathematically analyses and compares the power 
delivery characteristic of smart transformer and low frequency 
transformer combed with STATCOM or load tap changer by 
means of the power-voltage curve. The inclusion of ST in the 
system helps break the electric distance between the load and 
generator, and possibly increase the maximum power delivery 

(restricted by the smart transformer power capacity). The 
decoupled voltage in the MVAC and LVAC helps control the 
loading, and the decoupled reactive power in these two sides 
helps support the upper-stream network voltage. The case study 
validates that the smart transformer improves system voltage 
stability and fast load regulation.  
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